One of the most notable features of the interior of Eastern Orthodox churches is an iconostasis which is a screen that separates the inner sanctuary containing the altar area reserved for the clergy from the nave occupied by the laity. A full iconostasis is a solid wall made of several tiers, entirely obscuring the sanctuary from the view of the congregation standing in the nave. This is in total contrast to Early Byzantine churches where the congregation had a full view of the liturgical activity of the clergy.
The Church Fathers provide descriptions of Early Byzantine chancel barriers, saying that they were made of marble, metal, or wood. In The Ecclesiastical History [17, X. iv.44] written between 311 and 324 AD, Eusebius tells us of a church at Tyre built in the days of Constantine, which has "a fence of wooden lattice-work. " According to the ekphrasis delivered by Paul the Silentiary in January 563 AD, in which he describes the Church of Haghia Sophia in Constantinople restored by Justinian, the chancel screen of the church is said to be of "silver" -most likely bronze sheathed with silver [49, pp. 1, 7] . A few wooden barriers have survived in Egypt [7; 19, pp. 125-126, 421 ], but no screen panels covered with precious metal were preserved. However, dozens of chancel screen panels made of marble or limestone were discovered in churches located mostly in the provinces of Palaestina, southern Phoenicia and Arabia (today Israel, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria), also in Egypt, Constantinople, Asia Minor, Greece, and Dalmatia [7; 40] . They show that chancel screens consist of rectangular panels (cancelli or kankelloi) which are held upright by fixed square posts (stipites).
In most cases, the uppermost step of the altar area has square sockets and grooves for the installation of chancel screen posts and panels. Vertical grooves run along the sides of chancel posts for the insertion of panels. Chancel posts are between 1 m and 1.20 m high, square in section and often crowned by a pine cone which is sometimes decorated with a cross, e.g. in Bethlehem [5, p. 239 Chancel screens, about 1 m high, are usually carved on the side facing the audience. They have a number of motifs that recur with only minor variations. The most common motif is a cross. It could be a Latin cross represented alone, e.g. at Magen [45, p. 6, fig. 8 fig. 693 ]; or the ribbons diverge, one turning down with an ivy leaf at the end and the other turning up crowned by a Latin cross (Fig. 1) fig. 170 ], may also be represented. In a few cases the animals were defaced as a result of iconoclasm, e.g. the pair of sheep flanking a cross at Pel- In the 6 th century, chancel screens also begin to appear in synagogues. They are located in front of the bema, where the Torah Shrine or the Ark of the Law is placed, near the wall facing Jerusalem. The reason for their presence in synagogues is not entirely clear, but they certainly served a different function than in churches. Since all the synagogues with chancel screens are located in or near towns with a Christian population, the most plausible explanation is that they were introduced into synagogues in imitation of contemporary Christian practice.
The decoration of chancel screens in synagogues is typical for Jewish iconography; but at the same time, the motifs are very similar to those in churches. The most common motif is a variant of the stephanostaurion with tendrils ending in ivy leaves, with the difference that in synagogues, the cross is replaced by a seven-branched menorah, e.g. at Hammat Gader [21, p. 121, fig. 63 ], Rehov (Fig. 3) [21, p. 122, fig. 64 ], and Ashdod [21, p. 121, fig. 62 ]. On the latter the menorah is flanked by Jewish ritual objects, the shofar (ram's horn) and the lulav (palm branch), and accompanied by an inscription in Greek that says "May there be upon Israel the good and the blessing" and the word shalom in Hebrew script. The similarity of motifs on chancel screens in churches and synagogues suggests that the same workshops were working for both Jews and Christians.
The use of chancel screens continued in the churches of the Byzantine East for many centuries. A further stage in its development is the templon where chancel posts holding chancel panels support colonnettes, upon which an architrave (epistylion) is laid. During the 6 th -7 th centuries most churches of the Byzantine Empire continued to have a low, waist-high partition, but we learn from literary sources that in Constantinople several 6 th century churches already had a barrier with an architrave which ran over the entire chancel screen, e.g. in the Church of Haghia Sophia dedicated in 537 AD [49, p. 23, fig. 33 fig. H, 146-148 ]. In these churches, the architrave was decorated with sacred images: at Haghia Sophia, with medallions bearing Christ, the Virgin, angels, apostles and prophets while monograms of Justinian and Theodora appeared below, on chancel panels; and in the Martyrion of St. Artemios, with representations of Christ, St. Artemios, and John the Baptist (Fig. 4) . Archaeological evidence shows that an architrave resting on colonnettes is also found in a number of 6 th and 7 th century churches outside Constantinople, but in these churches the architrave was located only above the central door, e.g. in the southern aisle of the northwest church at Hippos-Sussita, Phase IIb, dated to the 7 th century [36, p. 207 , fig. 279 a- Chancel barriers with an architrave (templa) gradually replaced waist-high chancel screens and became the common type of barriers separating the altar area from the nave in the 10 th century onwards, especially in Greece and Asia Minor, e.g. in the mid-10 th -mid-11 th century church at Xanthos, in the 11 th century katholikon of the Monastery of Hosios Loukas, and in the katholikon of several monasteries of Mount Athos where this type of a chancel barrier with an architrave has been preserved behind a high iconostasis added later [10; 29, pp. 127-135; 44] .
There is no consensus among scholars whether curtains were drawn in the intercolumnar spaces of the templon, or when wooden icons began to be inserted in these spaces. Some scholars claim that in the 11 th century, curtains were shut in the intercolumnar spaces to conceal the altar area at certain moments of the liturgy [28, [8, p. 44] contend that this is not substantiated by archaeological and liturgical evidence and the liturgy remained perfectly visible for the faithful. Chatzidakis [12] , followed by Mango [32, p. 40] , is of the opinion that icons were already introduced in the intercolumnar spaces in the 11 th century, but Lazarev [29, pp. 130-136] believes that in Russia these spaces remained free of icons until the 14 th century. Holy personages were represented on the templa of the 11 th -13 th centuries, but these were placed on the columns flanking the templon (generally made of fresco or mosaic), or painted on small wooden icons which were set upon the top of the architrave [11; 13; 16, pp. 2-10; 3, p. 353]. This apparently continued to be so in most of the churches of the 13 th and 14 th centuries, e.g. the 13 th century templon of the south Church of the Pantocrator (Zeyrek Camii) at Constantinople [16, p. 4, fig. 1; 14, p. 109,  fig. 4 ]. Even in the early 15 th century, the description by Symeon of Thessaloniki of a templon decorated with figures of Christ, the Virgin, John the Baptist, angels, archangels, saints, and apostles would refer to the architrave, according to Lazarev [29, pp. 135-140] , or to the columns flanking the door of the templon, according to Walter [48, pp. 251, 266] .
In the late 14 th and 15 th centuries, the icons, particularly those executed in Russia, grew in size and the transparency of the early chancel barriers became gradually more and more opaque. The last evolution, the creation of a solid screen which totally cuts off the sanctuary from the nave and prevents the faithful from glimpsing at sacerdotal proceedings behind the screen, became standard in the 15 th century in Russia. It is generally held that the templon was borrowed from the Byzantines by the Russians, i.e. the barrier with an architrave including its decoration with the Deisis and the festivals. High iconostases with large icons certainly developed in Russia in the late 14 th and 15 th centuries and probably spread thence to Mount Athos, and further to Greece and the Balkans [29, pp. 142-143; 48, p. 252] .
Several theories have been proposed to explain why the low chancel screens of Early Byzantine churches developed in Russia into such a prominent wall that separates visually as well as physically the congregation in the nave from the clergy in the sanctuary. Most scholars agree that this is due to a combination of cultural and theological factors. The impulse of the Hesychast spirituality in the 14 th century favoured the contemplation and veneration of icons. Since the mystery of the Eucharist was hidden from the faithful, they were bound to visualize the liturgical symbolism of icons forming the iconostasis [8; 14, [14, pp. 113-114] . This change encouraged a type of private piety that was best served by large-scale images. "Laymen and women of this period sought new visual images to satisfy their devotional practices" [18, p. 157 ]. In the Early Byzantine churches, the liturgy was a liturgy of processions and the focus of attention was on the altar in the apse where the priest was celebrating the mysteries, while in the medieval church, processions had been curtailed and the focus of attention was now on the door of the sanctuary and in front of it, where the clergy made a series of appearances from behind the iconostasis and then returned back into the sanctuary. It was an alternation of concealment and revelation which required a high barrier [34, pp. 125-126] . The late 14 th and 15 th centuries, during which the Russian iconostasis became higher and higher, is the time when the famous icon painters such as Theophanes the Greek, Prochor of Gorodets and Andrei Rublyov [30; 28, pp. 68-92] lived. There was an abundance of wood in and around Moscow and Novgorod which these great painters could use. Instead of the portraits depicted on earlier icons, they painted full-length figures on icons of monumental proportions. These icons were placed in the churches of Novgorod and Moscow creating a high solid wall which dominated the church interior by its richly painted decoration. The appearance of an iconostasis coincided also with the increased importance and material prosperity of Moscow at that time [28, p. 52] . The trend to enlarge the iconostasis continued not only in the 15 th and 16 th centuries but also in the 17 th century, when additional tiers were put at the top of an iconostasis. At its highest point of development, Russian iconostases became as high as the ceiling and completely filled the archway of the apse. Over the centuries, a few protests were heard against the high barriers, notably in the 16 th century during the 'Heresy of the Judaizers' and in the 19 th century initiated by John of Kronstadt, but to no avail [8] . A high iconostasis remained the standard in Russian Orthodox churches.
The barrier of a sanctuary has been considerably modified since its origins, but it has kept its original meaning. The Church Fathers already explained that the separation of the space between altar and nave is the symbol of the division between holy and profane, heaven and earth, divine and human. As Bortoli-Doucet [8, p. 60] notes "The high iconostasis has an additional significance. It is not only a separation; it is a link between earth and heaven, a link which is visible during the Eucharist. The Russian iconostasis is one of the best testimonies of the spiritual autonomy of Russia which remains at the same time faithful to Byzantium. "
